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What is the Lunch Seminar at MFJ? 
This typical event has been organized at the 
Maison franco-japonaise (Nichi-Futsu Kaikan) 
since 2004. It offers a presentation followed 
by a dis cussion dedicated to a specific issue 
of the time and it aims at bringing a better 
understanding of Japanese economy and society. 
This is a brown bag lunch semi nar (please bring 
your bento or sandwiches). Coffee available. 

How to attend the Lunch Seminar?
The participation to the Lunch Seminar is free but 
registration is strictly required. 
Please apply by e-mail to contact@mfj.gr.jp or 
by fax (03-5421-7651) specifying your name, 
company or institution, position, address, phone 
and e-mail. 
For more information, see: http://www.mfj.gr.jp/
web/lunch_seminar/lunch_seminar.html.

Fri. March 14th, 2014
12:30 - 14:00⎢ room 601⎢ in English (no translation)

Globalization and Maritimization:  
Are Regional and National Maritime  
Policies Up to the Challenge?  
The Case of Europe and East Asia
Speaker Yves HENOCQUE (IFREMER)

Moderator Jean-Michel BUTEL (MFJ, UMIFRE 19)

Since Rio 1992, seas and coastal areas have increasingly been taken into consideration 
in public policies. Oceans and coasts are considered to be the very places exacerbating 
global changes and their consequences, including climate change, bioinvasion, waste, 
pollution, piracy and migration. Solutions are applied at a local level but need to be 
considered from a global perspective, requiring shared governance underpinned by ef-
ficient coordination between state, inter-state and supra-state stakeholders, as well as 
cooperation with private sector and civil society stakeholders. Awareness of global is-
sues and the related role of coasts and seas is still recent and rather vague. It is taking 
shape through the harnessing of science, technology and the law to feed new forms of 
governance in a fluid and highly uncertain world. Will the recently implemented mari-
time strategies meet expectations? The case of Europe, including France, and East Asia, 
including Japan, will be given particular attention.


